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of photosynthetic electron
transport. Electrons are fed back
from ferredoxin to plastoquinone
at varying frequencies, in a
photosystem I-mediated cyclic
electron transport pathway.
Another crucial cycle is the
proton-motive Q-cycle [16] that
involves plastoquinone,
plastosemiquinone, and
plastoquinol, all occupying two
distinct binding sites in the
cytochrome b6f complex [17,18].
The semiquinone, with its single,
unpaired electron, may be a
fleeting intermediate. Under ideal
conditions, this free radical may
even be avoided completely, by
virtue of concerted two-electron
reduction of plastoquinone at the
Qi site, and oxidation of
plastoquinol at the Qo site [19].
Nevertheless, this central
component mechanism of energy
conversion has some highly
dangerous chemistry to contain.
Perhaps the core function of the
chloroplast’s redox central
processing unit is to maintain
these ‘ideal’ conditions —
allowing a safe proton-motive
electron transport through the Q-
cycle despite environmental and
metabolic shifts in energy input
and output. The multiple levels of
control, from transcription to
post-translational modification, all
seem to serve to maintain quinone
redox poise. This is just as likely
to be an essential and far-
reaching feature of mitochondria
[20], where the Q-cycle operates
in oxidative phosphorylation,
using ubiquinone in place of
plastoquinone. 
The incorporation of a quasi-
autonomous genetic system into
chloroplast and mitochondrial
processing units allows us to view
these organelles as ‘intelligent’
energy-converting devices that
detect and respond to
environmental changes. For this
self-adjusting behaviour,
chloroplasts and mitochondria
probably use conserved elements
of the processing units of the
bacteria from which they
originated. Instead of ‘retrograde’
signalling to the nucleus, we should
perhaps consider the mechanisms
and effects of a true dialogue
between these cytoplasmic
organelles and the larger
processing units of the eukaryotic
cell nucleus and cytosol. 
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Dopamine-containing neurons are widespread in the fly brain and have
been implicated in negatively reinforced memory. Current technology
allows the investigator to watch dopaminergic neurons in action in the
brain of a learning fly.Alex C. Keene and Scott Waddell
The reward of suffering is
experience — Aeschylus
Understanding the molecular and
cellular basis of memory is a goal
of modern neuroscience. The
question can be addressed on
many different levels including:What genes are involved? What is
the relevant neural circuitry? And,
how does that circuitry change
when an animal learns? Drosophila
is a fantastic model system for a
rigorous, multi-level analysis of
memory. In a recent issue of
Current Biology, Reimensperger et
al. [1] report the use of a
genetically encoded calcium
sensor to image activity of a
Dispatch    
R933subset of dopaminergic neuron
synapses during aversive olfactory
conditioning in Drosophila.
Flies can be taught to associate
an odor conditioned stimulus (CS)
with either a punitive shock or a
sugar reward unconditioned
stimulus (US). The memory of this
learned association is
subsequently displayed as a
preferential avoidance of, or
attraction to, the reinforced odor.
The mushroom bodies, comprising
approximately 5000 neurons of the
fly brain, are critically important for
olfactory memory [2]. Mushroom
bodies are third-order neurons of
the olfactory system (Figure 1) and
also apparently receive
monoaminergic [1,3] and putative
peptidergic [4] modulatory input.
The current dogma predicts that,
during conditioning, the US drives
modulatory monoaminergic
neurons to release transmitter
onto CS pathway neurons and
thereby change the synapses of
active CS pathway neurons [2].
An important recent paper [3]
reported that blocking
dopaminergic neuron output
during acquisition in Drosophila
perturbed shock-reinforced
memory but left sugar reinforced
memory unaffected. Furthermore,
compromised octopaminergic
signaling reduced reward learning
and left punished memory intact.
It was proposed that
dopaminergic neurons convey a
punitive US in flies — contrasting
with their established rewarding
role in mammals — while
octopaminergic neurons convey a
rewarding US. An alternative
explanation would be that the
monoamines are not instructive
cues and instead establish levels
of brain activity that are
conducive to, and necessary for,
learning with these different
stimuli. How might one examine
whether dopaminergic neurons
convey the US in aversive
conditioning? It would be a good
start to show that dopaminergic
neurons respond to US and not
CS presentation. Reimensperger
et al. [1] have now reported
experiments that suggest
dopaminergic neurons
preferentially respond to a US.
Recently investigators have
imaged intact living flies under themicroscope and watched signaling
events unfold in the brain [5–8],
even as the animal learns [9,10].
The Fiala group [5] developed
some of this technology and in
their new study [1] they expressed
a genetically encoded reporter of
intracellular Ca2+ (Cameleon 2.1) in
dopaminergic neurons and imaged
the dopaminergic neuron
processes that innervate the
mushroom bodies, through a
window cut in the fly head cuticle
(Figure 1). They report for the first
time that mushroom-body-
projecting dopaminergic neurons
respond strongly to shock
presentation but weakly to a
moderate concentration of odor.
As a control they show that
projection neurons, part of the
canonical olfactory pathway,
respond strongly to the same odor
presentation but not to shock
(although this contradicts a
previous report [9] of shock
activation of projection neurons
using a different reporter gene).
These new data [1] are thus
consistent with the idea that
dopaminergic neurons confer
punitive US information to the
mushroom bodies. It is notable
that dopaminergic neurons are
widespread in the brain and that it
is not known whether mushroom
body-projecting dopaminergic
neurons are critical for olfactory
conditioning. Furthermore, the
identity of the shock-responsive
neurons that drive dopaminergic
neurons is a mystery and it will be
important to establish whether
dopaminergic neurons specifically
respond to electric shock or more
generally to all punitive stimuli and
whether dopaminergic neurons
are not responsive to rewarding
stimuli, such as sugar.
Mammalian dopaminergic
neurons respond to an
unexpected reward, but after
training with cue-reward pairing
they respond more strongly to the
predictive cue than to the reward
[11]. Reimensperger et al. [1]
therefore looked for a conditioned
response in fly dopaminergic
neurons. They conditioned flies
under the microscope by pairing
one odor with shock (CS+) and
one odor without shock (CS–).
Following training they exposed
the flies consecutively to either theCS+ odor or CS– odor and
monitored the evoked response in
dopaminergic neurons.
Surprisingly, the CS+ evoked
response in dopaminergic neurons
was prolonged following training
whereas the CS– response
remained unchanged. Therefore
the dopaminergic neurons could
be considered to have a memory
trace and the authors suggest that
the dopaminergic neurons acquire
the ability to predict punishment.
There are several interesting
points raised by these data and
conclusions. Firstly, the CS+
response is prolonged and the
different response is only
apparent when the odor stimulus
is withdrawn. What does this
mean for the animal? If
dopaminergic neurons instruct the
fly to run away from pending
doom, the fly would be expected
to respond immediately and
preferentially to the CS+ while the
odor was present. Furthermore, if
dopaminergic neurons are
instructing the fly, blocking their
output specifically during retrieval
should abolish display of memory.
This can easily be tested using the
available genetic tools and
behavioral assays. Reimensperger
et al. [1] also propose the
existence of a positive feedback
loop between mushroom body
Figure 1. Schematic of a cutaway
Drosophila head showing the olfactory
pathway and the dopaminergic neurons
imaged by Reimensperger et al. [1].
Odors are sensed by olfactory receptor
neurons in the antennae and maxillary
palps. These neurons project axons
along the antennal nerve (AN) to the
antennal lobe (AL) where they are sorted
according to chemosensitivity. From
there the information is relayed by pro-
jection neurons in the antennocerebral
tract (ACT) to the mushroom bodies (MB)
and lateral horn (not labeled). For clarity,
only the dopaminergic neurons (DA) that
project to the MB lobes are shown.
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neurons during the course of CS-
US association. However, data
from three independent labs do
not support the importance of this
proposed circuit. Mushroom body
output is dispensable during
acquisition and storage but is
required for memory retrieval
[12–14] whereas dopaminergic
neuron output is required during
acquisition [3].
If dopaminergic neurons predict
punishment, do octopaminergic
neurons predict reward? A
tantalizing glimpse comes from a
classic electrophysiological study
in the honeybee [15]. The VUMmx1
neuron is octopaminergic and
responds robustly to sugar
reward. Following training
VUMmx1 responds to the CS+
odor with a prolonged excitation
similar to that seen for
dopaminergic neurons by
Reimensperger et al. [1]. However,
to date the existence of VUM-like
neurons has not been reported in
Drosophila.
The data of Reimensperger et al.
[1] suggest dopaminergic neurons,
like projection neurons [9] and
DPM neurons [4,10], have traces
of memory. These data suggest
that memory is more distributed
across the fly brain than just within
the mushroom bodies. However,
although functional imaging allows
us the enviable luxury of watching
events in the fly brain during
conditioning, parallel
interventionist approaches andAaron P. Mitchell
Among the most important
environmental molecules for all
organisms is carbon dioxide
(CO2). It serves basic metabolic
functions as both a building block
and a waste product, and thus
plays a central role in the carbon
Fungal CO2 Sensi
Fresh Air
Carbon dioxide levels are used by tw
signal to choose between the expre
traits. Studies now reveal that the at
implicated in this decision.behavioral analyses are essential
for us to work out which of these
observed phenomena are critical
for memory [4,10,16]. This might
be particularly important for
dopamine whose pleiotropic
influence extends to such complex
phenomena as arousal [17,18].
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difference in CO2 levels is sensed
by opportunistic fungal pathogens
to choose between the expression
of virulence traits and
environmental subsistence traits
(Figure 1).
Bahn et al. [1] focus on
Cryptococcus neoformans [3], a
basidiomycete that is only
distantly related to the popular
model fungi Saccharomyces
cerevisiae and
Schizosaccharomyces pombe. C.
neoformans lives in pigeon guano
in the environment and is seldom
a pathogen for individuals with an
intact immune system. However, it
causes lethal meningitis in AIDS
